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In this paper we explore the use of object reclassification as in Fickleii [3] through the study of three 
examples. These examples are normal and privileged accounts,  empty or nonempty  lists, and 
adventure games where dragons turn into princes. The examples show how Fickle supports the 
expression of radical change in an object’s behaviour through the possibility of an object changing 
class, rather than through the state pattern. 

Although this paper deals with the same cases as “Examples in Fickle” [5], it differs because it 
follows the more liberal approach supported by Fickleii.. Fickleii differs from Fickle [4] in that it 
allows state class types for the result types and for argument types of methods. These additions are 
crucial: the examples dealing with linked lists can be expressed without type casts in Fickleii, while 
they required type casts in Fickle. 

Furthermore, in the current paper we use some slight extensions to Fickleii, which are not part of the 
language as described formally in [5], but which could very easily be incorporated into it. These 
extensions are: local variables, public static methods, abstract classes, type casts, implicit access to 
the receiver’s fields or methods, and constructors.  Local variables could be encoded through 
parameters, and therefore, because parameters may have state class types in [3], we may safely 
assume local variables of state class types1.  Public static methods are pretty much as in Java, and are 
not affected by issues of Fickle. We need them in order to have a “main” program. Abstract methods 
and abstract classes would have the usual meaning. Type casts have the form (A)expr; they signify 
that the type of expr is A, and throw a runtime exception if evaluation of expr does not return an 
object of a (sub)class of A.  Last, we use type casts, which are a straightforward extension of 
TOPLAS Fickleii. Implicit access to the receiver’s fields or methods allow fieldname and 
methName as shorthands for this.fieldname and this.methName; in [2,3] the shorthand 
was not supported. Finally, constructors are a shorthand combining the creation of an object with its 
initialisation. The above entensions were not incorporated into [2,3] in order to keep a succinct 
presentation, but should be straightforward to incorporate. Some of these will be studied in [4]. 

1st Example: Accounts 

We consider accounts, which may be privileged accounts, or normal accounts. Privileged accounts 
receive double the interest rate. An account needs to have a minimum of 1000 balance on the 1st of 
each month in order to qualify as a privileged account. The method check  when applied to an 
account reclassifies it, if necessary, while the methods payIn and withdraw pay in  or withdraw 
many from an account, and calculate the appropriate interest. 
 
class Date{  
  …. 
  int daysUntil(Date d);  
  // number of days between receiver and d 
} 
 
abstract root state class Account { 
 static float interestRate; 
 float balance; 
 Date lastTransaction; 

                                                 
1 Note that a different system that allows parameters of state class type is suggested in [1]. 
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 abstract void payInterest (Date) { }; 
void payIn(float f, Date d) { }{ 
    balance = balance+f;  
    payInterest(d);  

    lastTransaction=d;} 
 void withdraw(float d, Date d){ } { 
     balance = balance-f;  
     payInterest(d);  
    lastTransaction=d;} ; 

abstract void check () {Account} 
} 
 
state class NormalAccount extends Account{ 
 void payInterest (Date d) { } {   

 balance = balance +  interestRate* 
             lastTransaction.daysUntil(d); } 
 

void check () {Account}{ 
    if balance > 1000 then this! PrivilegedAccount } 

 NormalAccount(Date d, float f){ … } 
}         
 
state class PrivilegedAccount extends Account{ 
 void payInterest (Date d) {} {   

 balance = balance +2* interestRate* 
             lastTransaction.daysUntil(d); } 
 

void check () {Account}{ 
    if balance < 1000 then this!NormalAccount } 

 PrivilegedAccount(Date d, float f){ … } 
 
}         
 
class Test{ 
public static void main() {Account} { 
 // create Accounts  
 Account a1 = new NormalAccount(Date(3,11,2000), 100);  
 Account a2 = … 
 
 a1.payIn(Date(10,11,2000), 2000); 
 a1.payIn(Date(25,11,2000), 2000); 

 
 // on the first of December check status of accounts      
a1.check(); 
a2.check(): 
 
…. 
 } 

} 
Remarks  
An interesting extension would be to allow the constructor from a root superclass to call the 
constructor from the state subclass. Fore example, the call of new Account(…,200) should create 
a NormalAccount, whereas new Account(…,2000) should create a PrivilegedAccount. 
Currently, Darius Fidgett [4] and Andrew Shuttlewood [6] at Imperial College are exploring the idea 
of allowing constructors to reclassify the object currently being initialised. 
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1.1 Employees and accounts 
We extend the previous examples with employees who have accounts, and who are paid a 
salary, which is then credited to threir account. This example demonstrates a weakness of the 
effects type system in Fickle2, because it requires every method to list all the effects caused 
through its body. Thus, the method paySalary has the effect {Account} which should 
actually be irrelvent to the clients of the class Employee, and which is, in a sense, represents 
an implementation detail of that class. 
class Employee{  
  Account my Account; 
  float salary; 
  void paySalary(Date d){Account} 
   { my Account.payIn(salary,d); }  
} 
 

2nd Example: Linked Lists 

We consider the “usual” linked lists of integers, which are either empty or nonempty. Nonempty lists 
contain a sequence of integers. The function  
            void insertFront(int)  
inserts an integer at the front of the list, and the function  
            int getFront()  
removes the element at the front of the list and returns it. 

Similarly, and in order to complete the picture, in a second stage, we also consider the 
“complementary” functions, i.e.: 
            void insertLast(int)  
which inserts an integer at the end of the list, and  
            int getLast()  
which returns the element at the end of the list and returns it. 

 
In the “traditional” approach, as also outlined in Appendix A, a list is represented through a header 
object which contains a reference to a link. If the reference is null, then the list is empty. If the 
reference is not null, then the list is not empty, and the link pointed to represents the first entry of 
the list. Each link contains an integer and a reference to the next link. If that reference is null, then 
the link is the last in the list. Thus, the distinction between the two cases (empty and non empty list) is 
reflected by a particular field containing the special value null or not. Thus. the distinction is is not 
apparent in the class hierarchy, but is buried inside the method bodies. 
 
The Fickle approach would seek to express this distinction directly in the class hierarchy. We study 
two different implementations of lists: In section 2.1 we represent lists through a header object, and 
sequence of links. In section 2.2 we represent lists without a header object, and each link in the list 
may equally represent the beginning or any “intermediate” element in the list. 

 

2.1 Linked Lists with a header 

A linked list is represented through a header object. The distinction between empty and non-empty 
lists is expressed through that header object, which belongs either to class EList or to class 
NEList. A NEList object  has a field first, which points to a sequence of Links. A Link 
object has a field cont, which is the integer contents, and a field next, which  points to the next 
Link. 

                                                 
2 This weakness was pointed out to us ny one of the TOPLAS reviewers, to whom we are gateful. 
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Execution of the following code 

List list1, list2; list1 = new Elist; list2 = list1; 
creates the following object: 

(Elist)

list1 list2

 
 

Then, execution of  
list2.insertFront(6); list1.insertFront(4)  

creates the following structure:   

(NElist)

first

list1

(Link)
 cont: 4

next:

(Link)
 cont: 6

next:

list2

 
After that, execution of  

list1.insertFront(3 
creates the following structure:   

(NElist)

first

list1

(Link)
 cont: 3

next:

(Link)
 cont: 4

next:

(Link)
 cont: 6

next:

list2

 
 
For all following examples we assume a class ListError, a subclass of Exception. 
 

2.1.1 Code of Linked Lists with a header, insert /remove at front of list 
Here we only show the basic functionality, ie only accessing the front of the list, while in 
2.1.2 we also show further methods that access the end of the list. 
 
abstract root state class List { 
 abstract void insertFront(int) {List}; 
 abstract int getFront(){List}; 
 abstract bool isEmpty() {}; 
} 
 
state class EList extends List{ 
 void insertFront (int i) {List}{  
     this!NonEmptyList;  
    first = new Link(i, null); }; 
 int getFront() {List}{ throw new ListError; } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
}         
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state class NEList extends List{ 
 Link first; // invariant: first is never null 
  void insertFront (int i) {List} {  
      first = new Link(i, first); }; 
 int getFront() {List}{  
     int result = this.first.contents; 
     if ( this.first.next == null ) 
     then  
      this!Elist 
     else   
      first = first.next; 
     return result; } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
}   
 
  
class Link{ 
  int contents; 
 Link next; // next is null at the end of list 
  Link(int i, Link n){ contents = i; next = n; } 
} 
 
Remarks  
Overall, the approach in this section expresses neatly the distinction between the empty list and the 
non-empty list. We are not using the null value to express the empty list, but we  are  using the null 
value to represent that a link is the last in the sequence. 
 
Minor Remarks  
The example also demonstrates that reclassification is explicit and eager. Namely, as soon as the list 
becomes empty, we re-classify. This is a difference between our approach and predicate classes. 
 
One might criticize that in case a list changes often its state class (eg when executing  
  l=new Elist(); l.insertFront(3); l.getFront();  
  l.insertFront(3); l.getFront(); l.insertFront(3); 
  l.getFront()) 
then we would have many re-classifications, which are reversed very soon after being applied. 
However, if we take a high level view, and consider re-classification as a basic operation, in the same 
way as we consider method call as a basic operation, then such reclassifications are natural, and 
express the fact that the nature of the list changes fundamentally when it becomes empty, or when it 
becomes nonempty.   
 

2.1.2 Linked Lists with headers, insert and remove at front and at the end of list 
We now extend the list functionality, so that we can insert and remove both at the front and at 
the end of the list. The program does not bring any new insights into the use of Fickle. 
However, it does demonstrate that the more complex case, where we are inserting at and 
removing from the end of the list is just a simple extension of 2.1.1. 
 
abstract root state class List { 
 abstract void insertFront(int) {List}; 
 abstract int getFront(){List}; 
 abstract void insertLast(int){List}; 
 abstract int getLast(){List}; 
 abstract List lastLink() {}; 
 abstract bool isEmpty() {}; 
} 
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state class EList extends List{ 
 void insert (int i) {List} {  
     this!NonEmptyList;  
       this.first = new Link(i, null); }; 
  void insertFront (int i) {List}{  
     this!insert(i); }; 
 int getFront() {List}{ throw new ListError; } 
  void insertLast (int i) {List} 
   { this!insert(i); }; 
 int getLast() {List}{ throw new ListError; } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
}         
 
state class NEList extends List{ 
 Link first; // invariant: first is never null 
  void insertFront (int i) {List} {  
      this.first = new Link(i, this.first); }; 
 int getFront() {List}{  
     int result = this.first.contents; 
     if ( this.first.next == null ) 
     then  
      this!Elist 
     else   
      this.first = this.first.next; 
     return result; } 
  void insertLast (int i) {List} {  
     // find the last Link 
     Link lastLink = first.last(); 
      lastLink.next = new Link(i, this.first); }; 
 int getLast () {List}{  
     // find contents of last link 
     int result = this.first.last().contents; 
     if ( this.first.next == null ) 
      // ie, if list has only one alement 
     then  
      this!Elist 
     else { // find the penultimate Link 
       Link beforeLast = first.lastButOne(); 
      beforeLast.next = null; 
     return result; } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
}   
 
  
class Link{ 
  int contents; 
 Link next; // next is null at the end of list 
  Link(int i, Link n){ contents = i; next = n; } 
  Link last(){ if ( this.next==null )  
      then return this; 
      else return next.last(); }  
   Link lastButOne() { 
      if (this.next == 0) 
        then throw new ListError;  
      if ( this.next.next==null )  
      then return this; 
      else return next.last(); }  
} 
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2.2 Linked Lists without headers 
In this section we represent lists without the use of header objects. Namely, a list is either empty, or 
nonempty. A nonempty list contains an integer, and a reference to the next list. Thus, lists as coded 
here are akin to lists represented in functional programming, were we would have defined 

data intlist == empty |  nonempty ( int, list ) 

Each link in the list may equally represent the beginning or any “intermediate” element in the list. 
 
Execution of the following code: 

 List list1, list2; list1 = new EmptyList; list1 = list2;  
produces the following object: 

( Empty )

list1 list2

 
 
Then, execution of the following code: 

list1.insertFront(6); list2.insertFront(4);  
would produce the following object graph, where list1 and list2 still point to the same object 
they pointed to earlier on, but where that object has changed class:  

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  4

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  6

(Empty)

list1 list2

 
 
Then, execution of list1.insertFront(2) creates the following structure, in which, again, 
list1 and list2 point to the same object as they did before, but where that object’s fields have 
been overwritten. 

 

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  4

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  2

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  6

(Empty)

list1 list2

 
 

Then, execution of list1.getFront() returns 2, and modifies the  structure as follows (note that 
the broken arrow indicates a previous, overwritten value of a field): 
 

 

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  4

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  4

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  6

(Empty)

list1 list2

 
 
Then, execution of list1.getFront(); returns 4, and modifies the  structure as follows: 
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(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  4

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  6

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  6

(Empty)

list1 list2

 
 
Finally, execution of list1.getFront();  returns 6, and modifies the  structure as follows:  

 

(NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  4

( Empty ) (NonEmpty)
next:

    cont:  6

(Empty)

list1 list2

 
 
where the variables list1 and list2 point to the same empty list, and the three other objects (ie 
the one containing 4, the one containing 6 and the last empty list object) are no longer accessible, and 
will be removed by garbage collection.  

 

2.2.1 Linked Lists without a header, insert and remove at front of list 
Here we just show the basic functionality, ie only show how to insert or remove from front – 
more is shown in section 2.2.2. 
 
abstract root class List { 
 abstract void insertFront(int) {List}; 
 abstract int getFront(){List}; 
// auxiliary methods 
 abstract void copyTo(NonEmptyList x)  {List}; 
 // copies fields of receiver onto x 
 // reclassifies x to EmptyList, if receiver is EmptyList 
 } 
 
state class EmptyList extends List{ 
 void insertFront (int i) {List}{  
    this!NonEmptyList(i, new EmptyList); }  
 int getFront() {List}{ throw new ListError(); } 
// auxiliary methods 
 void copyTo(NonEmptyList x)}{List}{  x!!EmptyList; } 
}         
  
state class NonEmptyList extends List{ 
  int contents; 
 List next; 
 void insertFront (int i) { }{  

      // create second as a copy of receiver  
   NonEmptyList second  = new NonEmptyList(contents, next); 
      // modify the receiver 
   contents = i;  

    next = second; }  
 int getFront() {List} {  
   int result  = contents; 
   // copy the next element onto myself 
     next.copyTo(this);  
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    return result; } 
// auxiliary methods 
 void copyTo (NonEmptyList x)}{List} { 
    // copy contents of receiver onto x 
    x.contents = contents; 
     x.next = next; }  
}         
 
Remarks 
As we said earlier, the representation of lists in that section is akin to the representation of lists in 
functional programming, in that the lists may be empty on nonempty, and in that each list object not 
only stores an integer value, but can also act as the “header” of the remaining list. The similarities end 
in that Fickle was designed in the context of languages that allow for aliasing. For example, if list1 
and list2 point to the same empty list, then the expression list1.insert(7); needs to affect 
both list1 and list2. For this reason, it is necessary to now reclassify the object pointed at by list1, 
while in functional programming it would be sufficient to create a new value with the type 
constructor nonempty. In that sense, reclassification is necessary in object oriented, imperative 
programming to maintain programming patterns followed in functional programming. 
 
On the other hand, in the traditional approach, we make heavy use of the special value null 
to represent an empty list, and also the last link of a sequence. Here we do not make use do 
not null at all, as we are using state classes instead3.  
 
The detailed behaviour of the method getFront depends on the state class of this.next. 
If it is an EmptyList, then this is reclassified to EmptyList, whereas if it is a 
NonEmptyList, then the fields from this.next have to be copied onto this. We 
achieve that by a form of double dispatch, i..e. by delegating to the function copyFrom. 
This also avoids type casts4.  
 
The example also demonstrates the importance of allowing parameters of state class types. In 
the function copyTo in class NonEmptyList the fields contents and next of x can be 
accessed without type casts, whereas in Fickle, where parameters could not have had state 
class types, we needed type casts instead, c.f. section 2.2.1 in [5].   
 
In general, this shows that all cases where type casts would be necessary because of access to 
members of state classes can be avoided through the introduction of further methods. Thus, 
the type system encourages breaking down code into several methods. 
 
Finally, the use of the constructor in the reclassification expression 
this!NonEmptyList(i, new EmptyList)  is intuitively clear, but will be specified 
in detail in further work [4]. 
 

                                                 
3 Of course, it would have been possible to avoid null in the traditional approach as well. 
The value null is a value that belongs to all reference types, this can also be represented by 
adding a NullClass as a subclass to any class Class. The extra ingredient of Fickle 
comes from combining that possibility with the reclassification of objects. 
4 If instead, we chose to achieve the different behaviour within the function getFront, then 
we would have needed type casts in order to make the function type correct. We show the 
corresponding code which uses type casts: 
 int getFront() {List} {  
   int result  = contents; 
       if (this.next.isEmpty()){ 

     this!EmptyList; } 
    else { 
     this.next = (NonEmptyList)(this.next).next; 
      this.contents = (NonEmptyList)(this.next).contents;} 
    return result;  } 
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The style of programming linked lists in this section is significantly different than the 
“traditional” approach, in that we have classes representing the state of each link, and in that 
inserting and removals are applied to the links themselves rather than the links preceding 
them. For example, removing the last element of the list5 is more directly expressed with the 
current approach, as it only requires finding and reclassifying the last component of the list, 
whereas, in the traditional approach, and that in section 2.1.2, it requires finding the link 
immediately preceding the last link (ie the x, such that x.next.next == null), and 
changing its next field.  
 
On the other hand, the choice of linked lists as an example to demonstrate Fickle is, in some 
ways, debatable, because such basic data structures have been programmed in certain ways 
for many years now, one would expect to find them expressed in the old, familiar patterns, 
and also expect to find them ready programmed in libraries. Thus, modern programmers will 
typically not need to write such implementations. More importantly, linked lists usually are 
so that there is a single reference to each of the links, and so, the full power of reclassification 
in Fickle, which is transparent to aliasing does not come to light in the case of lists. 
 
Nevertheless, we believe that this example is illuminating, because it shows how familiar data 
structures can be programmed in significantly different ways than usual. In fact, we were 
surprised by the possibilities in programming linked lists in Fickel_ii, and some possibilities 
became apparent only after some iterations.  

2.2.2 Linked Lists without headers, insert and remove at front and at the end of 
list 
We now extend the functionality of our list classes, so that we can insert and remove both at 
the front and at the end of the list. It is worth noting, that removing elements at the end of the 
list is more straightforward with the approach described in that section, than with the 
traditional approach, or with the approach in section 2.1.2. Namely, in the approach of that 
section removing an element from the end of the list only requires finding the  link 
immediately before the last link (ie the list object preceding a list object of class 
EmptyList) and reclassifying it to class EmptyList, whereas in the approach from 
section 2.1.2, or the traditional approach, it requires finding the link preceding the link whose 
next field is null, and overwriting the next field of the first link with null. 
 
 
abstract root class List { 
 abstract void insertFront(int) {List}; 
 // inserts at the front of the list 
 abstract void insertLast(int){List}; 
 // inserts at the end of the list 
 abstract int getFront(){List}; 
 // removes the first element of the list 
 abstract int getLast(){List}; 
 // removes the last element of the list 
// auxiliary methods 
 abstract List lastLink() {}; 
 abstract bool isEmpty() {}; 
 abstract bool isLast() {}; // true if next is Empty 
 abstract void copyTo(NonEmptyList x)  {List}; 
 // copies fields of receiver onto x 
 // reclassifies x to EmptyList, if receiver is EmptyList 
 } 
 
state class EmptyList extends List{ 
 void insertFront (int i) {List}{  
    this!NonEmptyList(i, new EmptyList); }  

                                                 
5 This is shown in section 2.2.2. 
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 void insertLast(int) {List}{ this.insertFront(i); }  
 int getFront() {List}{ throw new ListError(); } 
 int getLast(){List}{ throw new ListError(); } 
// auxiliary methods 
 void copyTo(NonEmptyList x)}{List}{  x!!EmptyList; } 
 EmptyList lastLink() {}{ return this; } 
 bool isEmpty() {}{ return true; } 
 bool isLast() {}{ return true; } 
 void copyTo(NonEmptyList x)}{List}{  x!!EmptyList; } 
}         
 
 
state class NonEmptyList extends List{ 
  int contents; 
 List next; 
 void insertFront (int i) { }{  

      // create second as a copy of receiver  
   NonEmptyList second  = new NonEmptyList(contents, next); 
      // modify the receiver 
   contents = i;  

    next = second; }  
 void insertLast {List} (int i) {List} 
   { lastLink().insertFront(i); }; 
 int getFront() {List} {  
   int result  = contents; 
   // copy the next element onto myself 
     this.next.copyTo(this);  
    return result; } 
 int getLast() {List} {  
    // find the penultimate list link 
     NonEmptyList l = this.lastLinkButOne(); 
   // copy the next element onto myself 
   int result = l.contents; 
    l!EmptyList;  
    return result; } 
// auxiliary functions 
 EmptyList lastLink(){return this.next.lastLink (); } 
  // return the last link 
 NonEmptyList lastLinkButOne(){    
   if this.next.isEmpty()  
     { return this; } 
    else 
     { return (NonEmptyList)this.next.lastLinkButOne(); }; } 
 void copyTo (NonEmptyList x)}{List} { 
    // copy contents of x onto receiver 
    x.init(this); }  
 bool isEmpty(){ return false; } 
}         
  

3rd  Example: Adventure Game 
 
Here we consider a larger example, which serves to complete the picture, and demonstrate that the 
type system will not prevent writing larger programs. We consider an adventure game with many 
rooms and participants, where the participants move between rooms, meet and interact with each 
other. Occasionally, princes may turn to dragons or vice versa. 
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In more detail: There is a set of rooms, and each room has another room as its northern, eastern, 
southern or western neighbour. In each room there may be several participants. Each participant is 
given his turn for a number of rounds. Then, they move randomly into another room, and they meet a 
participant from the other room. There are three kinds of participants: fairies, princes and dragons. 
Princes carry swords, while dragons have a fiery breath/ When a fairy meets another prince or dragon, 
she randomly casts a bad, or a good spell. A bad spell turns a prince into a dragon, while it increases a 
dragon’s fiery breath. A good spell turns a dragon to a prince, while it increases the strength of a 
prince’s sword. When a dragon meets a hero, he fights using his fiery breath. When a prince meets a 
dragon, he fights using his sword. 
 
class Room { 
 void insert (Participant p){} { … } 
  // inset p into the room   ; 
 void remove (Participant p){} { … } 
  // remove p from the room   ; 
 Hero  get( ) {} { … } 
  // returns a hero who is in the room  

 bool isEmpty() {} { …  }; 
  // whether room has no Hero 
Room neighbour(int i) {} { … } 
  // 1 <= i <= 4; returns the northern, eastern, 
   // southern or western neighbour  
…. 
} 

 
abstract class Participant { 
  Room whereAmI; 
 abstract void meet(Hero h){Hero}; 
  void yourTurn(){Hero}{ 
   // move into a new direction 
   int i =  … random_number_between_1_and_4; 
       whereAmI.remove(this);  
       whereAmI = whereAmI.neighbour(i);  
   if ( whereAmI.isEmpty() ) then return; 
       Hero aHero = whereAm.get(); 
   this.meet(aHero); } 
} 
 
class Game{ 
public static void main() {Hero} { 
 // create rooms  
 Room r1, r2, … ; 
 r1 = new Room; r2 = new Rom; …. 
 // create Particicpants 
  Participant p1, p2, … 
    p1 = new Dragon(r1); p2 = new Prince(r2);  
  p3 = new Fairy(r2); 
  int numberTurns = 10; int count  = 1; 
  while ( count <= numberTurns ) do { 
   p1.yourTurn(); 
    p2.yourTurn(); 
   … }  
} 
 
class Fairy extends Participant{ 
 void meet(Hero h){Hero}{ 
   bool good_or_bad =  random_boolean; 
       if (good_or_bad) h.goodSpell(); 
   else h.badSpell(); } 
  Fairy(Room r){ initialise_and_set_in_room_r } 
}         
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abstract root state class Hero extends Participant{ 
 abstract void goodSpell(){Hero}; 
 abstract void badSpell(){Hero}; 
 abstract void meet(Hero h){ }; 
} 
 
state class Prince extends Participant{ 
  Sword mySword; 
 void goodSpell(){ }  
        { increase_strength_of_mySword } 
 void badSpell(){Hero} { this!Dragon } 
 void meet(Hero h){ } 
    {  fight_h,_using_mySword } 
  Prince(Room r){ initialise_and_set_in_room_r } 
} 
 
state class Dragon extends Participant{ 
  FieryBreath myBreath; 
 void goodSpell(){Hero}{ this!Hero } 
 void badSpell(){Hero} 
    { increase_strength_of_mySword } 
 void meet(Hero h){ } 
    {  fight_h,_using_myBreath } 
 Dragon(Room r){ initialise_and_set_in_room_r } 
} 
 
 
Remarks  
The example uses several classes, and would be more intricate in a real game. Without state classes, 
and re-classification, the example would be less elegant to express, and would also require more 
memory. Namely, in order to express that some objects might sometimes behave like dragons, and 
sometimes like princes, one would either define a class DragonOrHero, which would have fields 
mySword, myBreath and a boolean to say whether it is currently a prince or dragon, or, one would 
need to program the state patterns, ie have a wrapper object with a field pointing to the actual prince 
or dragon, and which would forward every function call to that field.  
The example is rather large, but we see that the type system does not impose any restrictions to its 
expression in Fickle. 
 
We also see that abstract class and root state class are orthogonal concepts, e.g. here the abstract class 
Participant is a superclass of the abstract root state class  Hero. 

Conclusions 

The use of reclassifiable objects allows a different style of programming. It allows expressing 
the behaviour of an object according to its class, thus keeping more in the object oriented 
style, and allows to express special cases through subclasses, thus also more in style with 
pattern matching as in the functional programming paradigm.  

We believe that the restrictions imposed from the type system do not seriously constrain the 
applicability.  

We were surprised at the possibilities which open through reclassifyable objects. The extent 
of their use, and the idioms appropriate to their use, can only be determined after we have had 
more experience in their use.   
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Appendix 
A. Linked lists with headers and without reclassification 
Here we revisit the linked list example, programmed with headers, and without 
reclassification, i.e. in the “traditional way”.  The header contains a reference to the 
first link, and each link contain an integer value, and a reference to the next link. 
Thus, an empty list is represented through a header which a null reference to the first 
link, and so the following code: 
 Header list1, list2; list1=new Header(); list2=list1; 
creates the following object graphs: 

list1 list2

(Header)
    first:

 
Also, the last link in the list is indicated through the fact that its next link is null. Thus, a list 
with elements 2, 4 and 6 would be represented through: 

next:
    cont:  2

(Header)
    first: next:

    cont:  4

list1 list2

(Link) (Link) (Link)

    cont:  6
next:
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We now give the code for lists, programmed in the “traditional” way: 
class Header { 
 Link first; 
 void insertFront(int i){  
   if ( isEmpty() ) 
     { first = new Link(i, null); } 
   else 
    { first = new Link(i,first); };  
 int getFront(){  
   if ( isEmpty() ) {  
     throw new ListError; } 
   else{  
     int res = first.contents; 
     first = first.next; 
     return res; };   }   
 bool isEmpty(){ 
    return first == null; }  
 Header(){ first = null; } 
} 
 
class Link{ 
  int contents; 
 Link next; // next is null in the last link 
  Link(int i, Link n){ contents = i; next = n; } 
} 

 
 
 

 


